CensusInfo Maldives
An interactive platform to disseminate census data

MaldivInfo uses an intuitive and interactive dashboard to display demographic and socio-economic data on The Maldives.

The Maldives National Bureau of Statistics collaborated with UNICEF in 2016 to develop MaldivInfo, a DevInfo database structure to collate information received from different sources. The data in MaldivInfo is first collected from different departments and then entered into the database, where it can easily be retrieved.

With the goal of boosting data use in decision making, the dashboard uses an interactive platform to disseminate available information. Sophisticated visualization tools produce easy-to-use graphics.

Features
- Data sets are presented in a standard, intuitive format
- Visual and analytical representations available for a large volume of data
- Responsive mobile phone interface for analyzing data on-the-go
- Cross-browser compatibility with no plugins required
- Content can be downloaded to share in reports

Benefits
- Reliable access to key performance indicators in a uniform data repository for data at the Country, Atoll and Island level
- Data is intuitively understood, no training required
- Data analytics used to produce visualizations out of large volumes of data, to illustrate key trends and gaps

Facts
Stakeholders: UNICEF
Geographic Area: Maldives
Time Period: 2015
Topics: Demographic and Socio-economic Indicators
Tools: Dashboard, website, database
Services: Content development
Link: http://www.devinfo-cloud.com/data-dashboards/maldives/Maldives
Reference: Ashiyath Shazna, Statistician (Statistics Development and Coordination – NBS)
Project Administrator: Samip Gupta, sgupta@dataforall.org

Budget
USD 0.005 million